
Welcome To Day 3



Let’s Begin With A Recap 
Of Key Pointers Shared 
So Far ...



• True Creative Essence Shapes Itself into Story Space 
and Inner Space … 

• And everything that appears in them … 

•So The Human Story can be Experienced ...

• Bodies, places, and things appear, disappear, and move in 
Story Space … 

• Fictional characters appear to experience thoughts, 
feelings, and sensations in Inner Space …



• True Creative Essence shapes itself into The Mind 
Machine … 

• Which shapes or creates Inner Space appearances 
that we’re mesmerized into believing are “us” and 
“ours” ... 

•While True Creative Essence hides what’s 
really going on … 

•And who we really are



• In Phase 1, True Creative Essence Shapes Itself Into An 
Inner Space, Mind Machine, And Story Space That 
Supports Phase 1 Dynamics … 

• In Phase 2, True Creative Essence Shapes Itself Into An 
Inner Space, Mind Machine, And Story Space That … 

• Supports Beginning To See The Truth,  And Undermining 
The Structural Integrity Of The Cloud Cover …



• During these 5 days (and beyond), True Creative Essence 
will shape itself into appearances that support … 

•  Seeing More Clearly, knocking out more cloud cover, and 
awakening Ultimate Freedom 

• In Phase 3, True Creative Essence Shapes Itself Into An 
Inner Space, Mind Machine,  And Story Space That … 

•  Supports Playing, Exploring, And Expressing Creatively In 
“Ultimate Freedom”



•True Creative Essence (“TCE”) Is Always 
Present As The Background in which Inner 
Space and Story Space appear 

•Like Paper Is Always Present With Words In A 
Book 

•Like Screens Are Always Present With Movies, 
TV Shows And Mobile Devices



•TCE is also the “material” out of which 
everything that appears is “built”  

•TCE does not appear, disappear, change, come, 
go, ebb, or flow … 

•Like appearances in Inner Space and Story 
Space do ... 

•TCE Is The Background And The 
Content …



• If it’s appearing in Inner Space ... 

• If it’s appearing in Story Space ... 

•True Creative Essence wanted it there, 
exactly as it appears ...

• Just like with fiction authors, screenwriters, etc. 

• Why? 

• Because there’s something about it TCE wanted to 
play with and explore as it expressed Itself creatively 
in precisely that way …



Who “You” REALLY Are Is True Creative 
Essence’s “window” into an amazing 
story …



One more quick …

“Injection”



Do you “decide” …
•If you’re going to like a book you read? 

• If you’re going to like a movie you watch? 

• If you’re going to like a TV show episode you watch? 

• If you’re going to like a new person you meet? 

• If you’re going to like a beverage you try the 1st time?



Do you “decide” …
•If you’re going to like a food you try the first time? 

•Who you’re attracted to romantically or sexually? 

•How you’re going to respond to anything in the 
moment? 

•When you’re going to fart? 

•Then what’s REALLY going on?



Decisions are made … 

Somehow … 

By “someone” or “something” … 

And “you” become aware of them …





Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
“Observing” While Totally 
Immersed In Everything

“Characters”



Myths And Setting The Record 
Straight On A Few Things ...
• Reincarnation and past lives

• Parallel universes and lives

• Karma

• Personal development

• Enlightenment, Illumination and Spiritual Awakening

• Self-help and manifestation techniques (Harry Potter wand)

• Death and the afterlife  



•Angels, Guides and Masters

•Other Dimensions and Planes

•Law Of Attraction

•“Your thoughts and feelings create your reality”

•On and on it goes ...

Myths And Setting The Record 
Straight On A Few More Things ...



The Bottom Line ...
• Which I discovered as a surprise … 

• There’s no “one way” everything works … 

• In any context … 

• The determining question is always ... 

• “What does TCE want to play with and explore … and how 
does It want to express Itself creatively?” 

• Then scripts, characters, stories, and details flow from there 

• In custom ways for each story, the same as it is with movies



Everything that appears is just raw 
material, building blocks for stories





“My Story”
Very important for our 
work together here ...



My Story Is Important Because ...
• It will put a practical face on many of the things we 

chatted about so far 

• It will show what “been there, done that” really looks 
like for the Robert character 

• It will show you what one Experience of Ultimate 
Freedom “awakening” looked like 

• It will set the stage for important work we’ll do later 
related to “the art of storytelling” and the True Nature 
of “your” story



Plus some supportive insight into how 
and why “your” story has unfolded as it 
has may appear ...



It’s likely “your” story will not 
unfold like mine ...



But ...



I could spend all 5 days 
on just this section ...



As I tell the story ...

“Pay” special attention to ...



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
“Viewpoint”- Window

Where is the 
“Focus Point”?



My story is likely to be one helluva ...

And a fantastic opportunity



Our characters are 
built by True Creative 
Essence ...

From the ground up



To make it possible for specific “What would 
happen if ____________” scenarios ...

To be played with, explored and experienced in 
unique ways …



Just like a novelist or 
screenwriter creates 
characters ...



Our characters are built to have unique 
“back stories,” traits, talents, perspectives, 
Mind Machines, biases and “wounds” ...

That shape everything else in our stories



I will now illustrate this, 
in great detail, using “my” 
story as an example ...





+



By my father

Older brother

Older sister …

Also 

For unique and complex reasons ...





I hadn’t said or done 
anything yet ...

I was just “there” ...



So, it was the “essence” of 
me that was being rejected, 
not my behavior ...



On the surface, my family acted like I 
was OK, but beneath, waves of energy 
broadcasted …



My mom had a “terrible” 
temper …



On top of the “unwelcome” 
and “there’s something 
wrong with you” waves …



When she “blew,” it felt to me like …





Babies can’t “process” ideas and 
experiences like these … consciously



But The Mind Machine, by the 
design of TCE, observed it all …

Stored it all …

Labeled it as acts of violence, 
attack, and beatings …



And to me, the net 
effect was “toxic” …

Kind of like …





All of this grew into ...



The surface of things

Unspoken truth 
beneath



And …



“Whenever I’m present, I’m a 
problem …

And it’s just a matter of time 
before I get …”



“If I say anything, do anything, 
or have any sort of impact, I’m 
an even bigger problem …"



“If I really make my 
presence known …"







All the time …



Can you tolerate that sort of intense 
rejection, pain and stress long-term?



So … what’s the best 
way to deal with it?



What’s the best 
way to stay safe?





And, Or ...





And, Or ...



Thoughts



And, Or ...



Try to be …



I did all 4 …



When I was 3 ...



“There must really be something 
wrong with me if I’m being 
punished like this …”

“And this time, it’s not my family 
punishing me” ... 



It’s someone else ...

The most powerful force 
in The Universe!

It’s “The Creator” ...



If the most powerful force in the 
Universe is against you, “hates” 
you and enjoys punishing you ...

What chance do you have?



If you believe The Creator 
“hates” your core essence ...

How could you ever feel 
loved, valued or appreciated 
by anyone else ... 

Or yourself?





As a result, a little boy “temper tantrum” 
program was installed into The Mind Machine 
and executed frequently ...





Those tantrums appeared all the 
time in Inner Space, even when 
Robert was older …

And “bled” through into Robert’s 
behavior in Story Space …

Even as an adult ...



A “self punishment” program was also installed 
that appeared in Inner Space for decades … 

A program that dealt out “punishments” in 
most aspects of my life and career ...



The Story Space Mirror …

•I was ignored, disregarded, and treated as if I was 
unimportant most of the time, almost like I wasn’t 
there 

•Most of my wants, needs and requests were ignored, 
unless urgent 

•Trying to please, and because of a generous nature 
built into The Mind Machine, I would give, give, give …



•Others would take, take, take, but not appreciate 
what I gave … 

•Others would give little in return, and usually “with 
attitude” when giving did happen … 

•Those patterns often replicated in business too …



That’s how Robert’s Mind Machine 
was “programmed” ...

“I” was not aware of it consciously 
until I was in my 40’s ...

When I became aware, I saw the 
symptoms everywhere, but I 
couldn’t stop or change it ...



Once those 
patterns 
locked in …

My whole 
life felt to 
me like ...



•Wallet at camp 

•College English Professor 

•Blue Ocean Software  

•Champagne bottle 

•MicroAge deal 

• I could list 1000s more ...

A Few Quick Examples ...



As time passed, rage built up 
at True Creative Essence for 
“doing it to me” …



When I entered Phase 2, a lot of 
this got “drilled” through by using 
The Tools …

I thought I “got” the root of it …

But I was incorrect ...



As I was drilling ...



For the first of 3 times



Before what I’m about 
to share ...



My “wounding” made me too screwed 
up to be able to have a truly healthy 
romantic relationship



But the time had come for me to 
“heal” and for that to change ...

As part of the preparation for the 
“awakening” of Ultimate Freedom 
that was planned



My wife’s character was therefore 
re-written to push on ALL the 
core wounds ...



And relentlessly replay all the 
patterns that had been built 
into The Mind Machine …



Before that 
happened …



It Felt As If A Switch Had Been Flipped And The 
Force Driving My Life Had Been Changed Radically!



It was like she became ...

“Possessed…”               +





Suddenly, everything 
about me was ...  

wrong wrong wrong
ugly ugly ugly

bad bad bad



As I later discovered, at the story level, 
many things weren’t about “me” at all ...  
They were about unresolved issues with 
other men being projected onto me…                     +



But I was the target 
and “I” was still …

wrong wrong wrong
ugly ugly ugly

bad bad bad



If I expressed my true power and 
gifts, like when speaking or writing



For her, it was an even 
BIGGER ...  

wrong wrong wrong

problem problem problem



The wrong, ugly, 
bad messages were 
expressed …
 
In all the ways they 
could be expressed 



Including beneath the surface, 
energetically, like my family …



The rejection and judgment 
messages were broadcasted 
every day, all day …

Most of the time we were 
interacting ...



Sometimes in quiet and subtle 
ways ...

Sometimes in loud and aggressive 
ways ...

Sometimes in cold and cruel ways 
intended to cause “pain”...





From Star Wars …



After this went on for 
a while …

An interesting thing 
happened ...



I started to feel again!

And while it wasn’t safe to 
feel as a child and later ...

It was now because of the Phase 2 
tool called  “The Process” ...



I’d knocked out enough cloud 
cover to Know it wasn’t my wife 
and “me”...



Designed to take “me” deeper 
into The Truth ...

It was 2 characters in an 
amazing unfolding drama ...



But even though I knew that, 
it was still an excruciating ...



An extraordinary story 
continued to unfold ... 

Exactly as written ...



For an entire year, the “possessed 
insanity” appeared in very intense 
and destructive ways ...



The following “personalities” appeared 
In Inner Space and rotated through 
frequently ...

They seemed like “people,” but they 
were really only Mind Machine 
“programs” ... 



• A very angry and hurt little boy (the temper tantrum 
program) 

• An older, vengeful young man who wanted her to “pay” 
and suffer for what she did and was doing 

• An older “clinical psychologist” who analyzed, picked 
apart … 

• And judged her “screwed-up-ness” through endless 
Inner Space dialog and lectures 

• Another young boy desperate for her love and approval



•The Inner Space characters all “felt” completely 
different 

• I was starting to see they were only “appearances”  

•But Ultimate Freedom hadn’t fully awakened yet ...



After every “blow” was inflicted ...

She’d forget … or go into denial



No apologies, empathy, compassion, 
or taking responsibility …

No shared cleanup of the “messes” 
being made …

No helping me/us to recover or heal ...



Which added to the ...

And the intensity because of my 
personal “code of conduct”   +



It was the 
most painful 
experience 
I’ve ever 
had in my 
adult life ...





After the year ended, I was 
“haunted” by the memories ...



The fires were never put out, and 
nothing ever got repaired or rebuilt

This is what I felt was left of the 
relationship after that year ...



Boy, did anger build and 
spew in Inner Space!



Especially at True Creative Essence 
for “doing it” to me …

The “victim pattern” had grown 
very strong over the years ...



Ultimately, so much “shocking stuff” 
happened, she asked me ...



During the “nightmare year,” 
I applied The Process up to 
15 hours a day ...



I couldn’t sleep because the haunting 
and Inner Space “swirl” wouldn’t stop



So I got more and more tired ...



Very unusual for me, I actually 
began to drink to dull the edge 
of the pain ...



For the next 5 
years ...

The wrong, ugly, 
problem dynamic 
still appeared ...

But it was quieter, 
less frequent and 
less intense



But the relationship 
had been damaged 
beyond repair in 
the story ...



And the  
“provocative behavior” 

never stopped



“Why didn’t you 
leave, Robert?”



I finally did leave, twice, 
years later, but the time 
hadn’t come yet ...

“The story is the story”

And the desired scenes 
were in motion!



During that time, parallel to 
the dynamics with my wife ...

Deep and profound work was 
being done in the cloud cover



That’s when I busted loose from 
the money and business games …

And when so many things were 
magical and thriving as I described 
in the books and other materials



I thought I’d drilled through all of 
the childhood wounding cloud 
cover during the Phase 2 years ...

But I was wrong …



I didn’t know about Ultimate 
Freedom when all of that 
was happening ...

Or, that the stage was 
being set for its Awakening



Along the way, Something 
BIG Shifted ...
• I’d been enjoying many of the trappings of typical “Big 

Financial Success” and “Busted Loose Dynamics” 

• But none of it was giving me the juice anymore 

• I realized the most important thing to me ... 

• The only thing that really mattered ... 

• Was Seeing and Experiencing more and more of The Truth



“I don’t care what it takes”

“I don’t care what I have 
to do”

“I don’t care what I have 
to give up”

“Take me DEEPER, please”



“Bring it on” ...



“Oooh boy”

Did True 
Creative 
Essence 
“Bring It”



The first “phase” 
of this was shared 
as the Being In 
Truth Teachings ...

Which I perceived as 
coming through me 
in a gentle, exciting 
and dramatic way



But True Creative Essence had 
aggressive plans to take me 
even deeper ...



That’s when a Gateway opened ...

And Ultimate Freedom began to 
Awaken more and more …



It was still a bit sleepy,  
but it was “Awake”...



Out of the blue, she called me …



But then we “blew up” for the 
3rd time and that was ...



I was calm for a while after leaving 
for the second time, but then the 
memories came flooding back ...

Endless video replays in Inner Space 
of the most “painful” moments ...



With an incredibly loud 
“anger soundtrack”



More “hauntings ” ...



And it wasn’t just the 
marriage that blew up ...



It was just about 
everything else too ...



The only aspects of my 
life left unaffected were ...

My kids and my health ...



A MASSIVE “detox” from old 
business, career and money 
stuff began ...

That I thought had been fully 
“handled” by my use of The 
Tools in Phase 2 ...





What popped out of The Mind 
Machine was that this was even 
“worse” because ...

I was “Mr. Busting Loose From 
The Money Game” …                    +



And I had busted loose, exactly 
as I described it ...

But now it was time to go deeper, 
to awaken Ultimate Freedom  



Money is a really great thing to push on 
because it ripples through everything!



And dramatically narrows and 
limits your focus ...



Money-Business-Career
• All of a sudden, there was very little interest in The Teachings 

• Other business ventures started sinking 

• I couldn’t pay myself what I used to 

• Multiple investments tanked or “froze” (long stories) 

• Loans I made to others were defaulted on or delayed … 

• Several businesses became unable to pay their bills and I had 
to subsidize them 

• But cash flow was getting very tight ...



I decided to put my house up 
for sale ...



But “crazy” things blocked it 
from selling ...After it lost 1/3 of its value



“Overhead” was cut to the 
bone in the story ...

But it was still “high” ...



•My ability to subsidize the businesses and 
pay personal overhead didn’t last long ...

•I had to start borrowing

•Then borrowing some more

•Then borrowing some more

•One loan came in 2 weeks before 
everything was about to collapse



When I began sharing  
The Teachings, I made  
a deal with myself ...

+



So I shifted my focus to 
new business ventures



They either failed outright 
or dribbled cash flow …





Feelings Of 
Powerlessness 
Reigned ... 

Which I was not 
accustomed to …

Especially with 
marketing and 
business …



?



The story of Robert being “The Doer” 
was being dynamited …

+





Here is what it felt like 
I had to do ...





As Robert prepared to make 
the leap at the story level…

And after he leaped …

These sorts of thoughts kept 
appearing in Inner Space …



What if TCE 
doesn’t catch me?

What if there’s 
no net?



From the film “Gravity” with Sandra Bullock



During “The Ride” …



My weight shot up 
30+ pounds

Which was a 
Big Deal for me



My face and back broke 
out with acne ...



My wife began seeing another man 
quickly after the final separation ...



Oh boy ...
One of the personalities appearing in 
Inner Space did not “like” that ...

+



What “I” felt like as this 
was happening …



Down down, down, down, 
through all the layers of the 

core wounding





Dozens of Mind 
Machine thoughts 
began to dance 
with each other



And fight with each other in Inner Space



Thoughts like these appeared 
and swirled in Inner Space ...



“Fuck you 
True Creative Essence!”



“Enough already”

“Make it stop!”



“Leave me the fuck 
alone, will you?”



“You just can’t give me one 
little break, can you?”





Kept spewing into Inner Space 
with great volume and violence





From the film “Gravity” with Sandra Bullock



Even though “I” knew 
the answer ...



That’s what 
it looked and 
felt like ...



There was a personality saying that 
while “I” would have preferred not 
to lose everything ...

None of the material stuff mattered 
anymore ...



There was also a personality 
saying that while “I” was willing to 
lose everything and start over ... 

“I” did not want my kids or wife to 
“suffer” ...



Then new thoughts 
started appearing …



“Who is so angry?”



“Who wants it to stop?”



“Who is feeling so hurt 
and abused?”



“Who is it happening to?”



“What’s REALLY happening 
in Inner Space?”



Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
“Window”

The focus point 
fluctuated



Appeared strongly, including about  
 the validity of The Teachings



Am I meant to continue 
as a “Teacher”?



Am I ...

???????



“But everything seems 
so clear!”



“Yeah, well, they say 
crazy people feel the 

same way!”



“I am not crazy!”



“But what if you are?”

“What if everything you believe 
and have been teaching is bullshit?”



From the film “Revolver”…



“I have seen gigantic 
changes inside of me”



“I have seen monumental 
changes outside of me”



“I’ve seen miracles in the lives 
of other people all over the 
world”



“The Teachings Are Real!”

“They are True!”

“There is absolute certainty 
of that!”

“My vision is clear!”



“What’s REALLY 
happening here?”



• Robert is a character in an amazing story 

• Experienced through the True Creative Essence “window” 

• A story about Robert confronting and “healing” core wounds 

• A story about Ultimate Freedom Awakening 

• A story that will include Robert sharing what he Experienced 
and Saw from deep personal Experience to help others ...

“This is what’s REALLY happening, 
Robert,” a voice said …



•  The “insane” appearances were now being Experienced 
as ... 

•  Appearances ...  

•  Not “Me” 

• No different than if it were happening to a character in a 
novel or movie 

•  Much more about this tomorrow ...

Because Ultimate Freedom Was 
Awakening ...





Michael Singer, author, “The Untethered Soul”



“Take everything away until all that is left is you.

Then take you away and the abode of happiness 
reveals itself.”

- Wu Hsin 



None of this was new ...



It was old stuff that had 
always been there ...

Now “detoxing” and being 
Seen for what it always was ... 



By the way, this is a classic 
“All is lost” stage in a great 
story that we’ll go into later



I was asked ...



All the scenes, all the words, all the 
actions, everything that appeared ...

Everything that seemed soooooo 
excruciatingly painful …



What was it all really?



Was it really “haunting,” 
“painful” and “traumatic”?



What do “haunting,” “painful” 
and “traumatic” really mean?



On and on it went ...





Thoughts
Feelings

Sensations

Personalities
Watching and 
Commenting

True Creative Essence
“Window”

“Focus” Is Here

Consistently!



With that “window” open, I 
was taken on a Guided Tour ...

It was very much like ...





I came to see that my wife was just the echo of 
the original “sound” from my birth and childhood



Wife’s Behavior

Mother’s Behavior

That parallel never crossed my mind before …





I was Shown ...



This is how 
True Creative 
Essence always 
saw the Robert 
character ...



This is J.K. Rowling, author of 
the Harry Potter series ...



No matter what’s happening 
in the story, how does she 
feel about ...





Is J.K. Rowling ...
• Hating, punishing or torturing characters when tough 

stuff, even death, happens to them? 

• No 

• Is she “doing it” to anyone when tough stuff happens, 
like I used to feel about TCE and me? 

• No



What was she doing, then, 
as she wrote the stories?
Playing, exploring, expressing herself 
creatively ...

And joyfully shaping herself into a story 
that included many characters, elements, 
interactions, fights and battles …



I was Shown it was the 
same with Robert ...



I was also Shown...



This is also how 
my family saw 
the Robert 
character ...



In the story, it was the Beauty, 
Bright Light and Power they 
saw and sensed in Robert ...

That caused the “problem” ...



Not “ugliness” or “badness” 
or “wrongness”...



I was also Shown...



This is also how my 
wife saw the Robert 
character ...



But in simple terms ...

That translated into ...



“Robert is big 
and powerful  
which makes me 
feel small and 
weak ...

And I don’t like 
feeling small and 
weak …”



Since one of her personalities preferred me 
“small,” that’s what she tried to create ...

In the story ...



I was also Shown...



That the self-punishment program was just 
another program in Robert’s Mind Machine …

That could be deleted by The Truth Virus …

And it ultimately was …



I Experienced the original 
“knife” being pulled out ...



“I” came to See clearly how the marriage 
“nightmare” was just an unfolding story 
with the two of us as the stars ...

A story about exploring a complex relationship 
that was disintegrating and transforming ...

As one character “healed” and moved more 
deeply into Truth, while the other one did 
not ...



I began to See that even if my wife 
had given me what I wanted and was 
starving for all those years ...

Love, approval, acceptance, connection, 
kindness, support, passion, etc.



• It wouldn’t have mattered … 

• Robert’s wounding and the setup of  The Mind Machine 
wouldn’t have allowed him to accept or believe it … 

• Plus, “she” wasn’t really saying, doing, not saying, or not 
doing anything ... 

• “I” didn’t really see, hear or experience anything ... 

• It was just two characters in an amazing story ... 

• The presence or lack of anything was just appearance, just 
drama and story details ...



Would it really matter or mean anything …

If someone offered Harry Potter love, 
approval, acceptance, connection, or kindness 
in the stories?

Or if Voldemort had apologized to him?



No! 

Why?

Harry is just a fictional character 
in a fictional story ...





This is NOT meant to minimize 
or devalue any appearance in 
The Human Story ...

It’s just telling The Truth about 
it which is what this Experience 
is all about ...



“I” came to See that the financial, business 
and career appearances were another part 
of an unfolding story in which ...

The raw material of what looked like “failure” 
was just “raw material” being shaped to 
support ...

The full Awakening of Ultimate Freedom



“I” came to See that part of the anger 
directed at my wife, my mother and 
family, at The Story Level, was really ...

Robert’s anger at himself for “taking 
it” and allowing himself to stay small 
and be “abused” for so long ...



A new and 
deeper kind of 
“compassion” 
opened in 
Robert ...





I was also “told” ...

That another layer to the True 
Cause of the financial “tightness” ...

Was related to my divorce ...



It was time for her to ...

+



You should know that I love her 
beyond words to this day and will 
be eternally grateful ...

For the many blessings our scenes 
in my story gave me ...

Including support for Awakening 
Ultimate Freedom which is priceless!



She was a brilliant 
“actress” playing 
a tough role in an 
extraordinary 
story …

Truth Is ... 



Through all of this, The Mind Machine, 
the personalities that appeared, and all 
of Inner Space got “re-calibrated” ...



As a powerful strain of The Truth 
Virus rocketed through it …



Ultimate 
Freedom  
Was Fully 
Awake By 
Then …



It’s impossible to describe ...

But the feeling of it ...



The sensations ...



The Experience of The Truth 
Virus doing its work ...

And slowly but surely seeing 
BIG changes in Inner Space 
and Story Space …









Appeared …



“I Didn’t Know My Own Strength” 
by Whitney Houston …



It was like The Truth Virus was 
saying, “Look, Robert, see how The 
Mind Machine used to work” …

“Look at the thoughts, feelings, 
and stories that used to appear” …



“Look at the personalities that 
used to appear, what they said, 
how they reacted” …



It was like The Truth Virus then 
said …

“Now, watch me make a few 
changes to The Mind Machine” …

“Now, see how it works” …



One of the most fascinating 
changes to see was Robert 
starting to say …

No!
+



The “tour” and the changes 
are continuing as we speak …



A final dotting of many I’s and 
crossing of many T’s is still in 
the works ...

As ...



As we speak, there’s an explosion of new activity 
and movement, personal and professional, 
appearing ...



Including a new partner



A “vision” of some of it has 
appeared ...

Which may or may not be 
accurate ...



Since Robert is no longer the 
“doer” ...

And Perception is now through 
the Ultimate Freedom Window ...



The daily unfolding of the story 
will reveal what TCE “wrote” ...

More on that tomorrow ...



I expect most of what unfolds to 
be surprising and unexpected ... 



It no longer “matters” to “me” ...

Robert’s story has been and will 
continue to be an amazing story ...



The pages are being turned 
and will continue to be!





Ultimate Freedom is 
right here, right now ...



For “your” story too ...



We’ll go into this 
in greater detail 
tomorrow …

From a mind blowing 
new perspective



Revisiting ...



The Truth Virus modifies 
the database, programs, 
and algorithms of ...

The Mind Machine



Which results in The Mind Machine 
being given a new job …

A new role to play …

And a new way to play it ...



It’s happening right now



It has been happening since 
you got here …

(and maybe even before)





Going deeper into “stories” ...



With Stories You Love ...
• You identify with and are bonded to the main character/hero 

• But you’re not the main character  

• You know you’re not him or her 

• You have thoughts and feelings about the unfolding story 
that come and go quickly as you flip the pages 

• Little if anything in the story is dwelled upon after it happens 

• You know it’s just a story ...



What if 
“your” life 
was lived 
that way?



• You don’t try to change anything ...  

• Because you know you can’t 

• You may have occasional thoughts you wish you could change 
things, but they don’t last 

• You don’t really worry about the future of the characters 

• If there’s any concern, it appears and disappears quickly 

• You keep turning the pages and the story moves relentlessly 
forward  

• No matter what The Mind Machine might prefer

With Stories You Love ...



What if 
“your” life 
was lived 
that way?



•If there’s “pain,” “hardship” or “suffering” in a story ... 

• If there are scenes that are difficult for you to 
experience ... 

•You experience and feel it ... all of it ... 

•But it comes and goes quickly as the story unfolds 

•“24” example ...



What if 
“your” life 
was lived 
that way?



•Do you make anything happen when reading 
a novel or watching a movie? 

•No

•Do you ever try? 

•No

•It never even crosses your mind



Why?

+



You have no control over anything 
in a great novel or movie ...

You know it ...

And it’s not a problem

You just sit back and enjoy 
the story!



What if 
“your” life 
was lived 
that way?



•You have an intimate relationship with the characters 

•But it’s also a limited relationship ... 

•There’s a HUGE distance between “you” and “them” 

•You see everything in their Story Space 

•But you only get slight glimpses into what’s appearing 
in their Inner Space

In Stories You’re Riveted By ...



That’s one of the GREAT 
blessings of The Human 
Story ...



“You” get to be aware of everything 
happening in Story Space ...

AND 

Everything appearing in Inner Space 
for the Hero (“you”)



It’s a Total 
Immersion 
Experience



In A Novel You’re Riveted By ...
• Do you ask the author to tell you what’s going to happen? 

• Do you ask the author, “Why did you … ?” 

•No to both questions

• Do you skip ahead to see what’s going to happen? 

•No, not if you’re loving the story

• You want to be surprised because that’s more fun ... 

• You may wonder what’s going to happen, but it comes and 
goes, and you keep turning the pages, anxious to find out



What if 
“your” life 
was lived 
that way?



• Harry Potter wanted to defeat Voldemort in the first book 

• It didn’t happen until the end of the 7th book 

• A lot had to happen first 

• It didn’t matter how badly he wanted it, what he did, how 
hard he tried, what sort of “technique” he used 

• The story is the story ... 

• It unfolds as written 

• Just like “your” story



•Can Voldemort hurt you as you read the books or 
watch the movies?  

•No 

•Why not?  

•Can you or anyone else Truly be hurt in “your” story? 

•No 

•Why not? 



•Do Harry Potter’s thoughts and feelings 
and what's happening to him drive you 
crazy as you read ... 

•Like the same sorts of things would drive 
you crazy if they appeared in “your” 
story?  

•Nope 

•Why not?



•Does Harry Potter appear to have free will, 
the ability to act and choose?  

•Yes 

•Does he really have free will?  

•Nope  

•Hmmm ...



• What is a book?  

• Black words on white paper 

• Symbols for “energy” beneath and behind them 

• There are no people, places, things, emotions, 
sensations or actions on the pages 

• Your imagination translates the energy and makes 
up a world that gets projected into Inner Space in 
your imagination

Reading A Novel ...



Reading 
Handout



As the Reader 
of the story...



•Where did the action take place? 

•How did it get “there”? 

•Where were “you” as the action unfolded?



•It was very intimate but there was also distance and a 
limited experience of Inner Space, correct? 

•Did you experience emotions? 

•Did you experience sensations in “your” body? 

•Were the emotions and sensations labeled and judged?



What if “you” 
experienced 
“your” life as 
the Reader of 
your story?



It really can be the same exact 
thing …

For all the Inner Space And 
Story Space appearances in 
“your” story …



The Human Story Moves 
Relentlessly Forward ...
• There’s talk about past, present and future 

• There’s talk in spiritual circles about “be here now” and “stay 
present in the moment” 

• You can’t do anything else!                      + 

• You don’t have to do anything for the story to move forward 

• It moves relentlessly forward with a life of its own ... 

• You can’t pause it or stop it or close it or shift its direction ... 
Truth Be Told





Read any biography and you'll 
see the relentless 
“intelligent” unfolding of an 
amazing story …



What most people don’t 
want to hear ...

But which, to my Seeing, is 
Truly super good news ...



“Your” Story ...
• Has already been written, like a novel, movie or TV show 

• Appears to unfold over time to you, page by page, second by 
second, but it’s already “in the can” 

•If a character in a story says, does, feels, thinks or 
experiences anything, what has to happen first?

• It seems like characters in stories are thinking and feeling and doing 
and deciding … but they’re not 

• It’s all The Author/TCE playing, exploring, expressing creatively



Questions people often 
ask me ...

Comments I often hear ...



“Why would True Creative 
Essence enjoy a story It already 
knows the ending to?”



•“You” will never KNOW what TCE’s Perspective is 

• It’s impossible (I’ll tell you a cool story about this 
tomorrow) ... 

•But here are 4 pieces of  “food for thought” …



1. If you read the script for a movie, it’s nothing like the actual 
movie itself when it plays on the Big Screen …  

2. An actor doesn’t have the same experience reading a script as 
when actually playing the role … 

3. Architect example …  

4. When Ultimate Freedom awakens, what you 
Experience is TCE’s Pure Enjoyment of everything!



•“If I was reading a novel about my life, I 
wouldn’t keep turning the pages” 

•“I’d close it and never open it again” 

• I hear you! 

• I’ve been there 

•And ... 

•That’s The Mind Machine talking, not “you” 
or True Creative Essence



True Creative Essence, 
who you Really Are, is 
riveted by “your” story!



The Art Of Storytelling
“The Visible Journey”



• If what he shared is what makes a great story for us to watch ... 

• If what he shared is what makes a great story for us to read … 

•It makes sense that this is how True Creative Essence 
would “write” great Human Game Stories too ...

•And if we look, we See that’s exactly what happens in 
“our” lives …



•Can you see how important emotions in Inner 
Space are to great stories? 

•You don’t want emotions to go away 

•Or even reduce in volume or intensity (not really) 

•The stages he talks about can extend through an 
entire lifetime 

•Or can repeat in cycles as we grow older





Consider what Sol Stein, a master editor of some of the 
most successful writers of our century, wrote about the 
art of crafting truly compelling fiction …



“When the baseball, football, or basketball season is at its height, a considerable 
portion of the American male population and a not insignificant number of 
females deploy hours away from work watching their sport on television.

What the baseball fan, for instance, hopes for, consciously or not, are the 
moments of tension and suspense when a ball is hit but not yet caught, when a 
runner is headed for a base and has not yet reached it. 

The same applies to other sports as well. The spectator rooting for his 
hero experiences tension, suspense, anxiety, and pleasure, all things the readers 
hope for when they turn to a novel.

The reader is enjoying the anticipation and excitement that are often worrying 
in life but a pleasure when they are happening on the ball field or in a book."



The same is true for True Creative Essence as it plays The Human Game.  
We too want to experience tension, suspense, anxiety, and pleasure 
through our experiences. 

Stein continued by saying:

"But let us remember that when a team—even the team we are 
rooting for—is winning too easily, our enjoyment of the game 
decreases. What the sports spectator and the reader enjoy most is 
a contest of two strong teams, a game whose outcome hangs in the 
balance as long as possible." 

Stein’s wise observation also sheds light on why The Human Experience 
includes the illusion of ups and downs, challenges, conflict, etc.



•Can you see how perfectly this tracks 
with what happens in most people’s lives? 

•Maybe even ... 

•Yours?







Movie Night Tonight

Time: 8 PM 

Place: Here



End Of 
Day 3



Closed Eye Support For Today ...


